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Abstract—Security presentation through fingerprint template 

creation is a system for protecting fingerprint privacy by fusion 

of two different biometric fingerprints into a new identity in the 

registration process; two fingerprints are captured from two 

different fingers. Then the minutiae positions from fingerprint, 

the orientation from the other fingerprint and the reference 

point from both fingerprints are drawn out based on this 

information and coding strategies fused minutiae template is 

created, more accurate and precise results the process of root 

threading is applied on the fuse template and this template is 

stored in the database. In the authentication, the system needs 

uses two queries from the same fingers which are used in the 

registration process. In the existing system the only security is 

password authentication so the hackers easily stole out 

password & try to access authentication server, so system 

security may degrade. In this system we generate an algorithm 

to create fuse minutiae template of two fingerprints. We are 

able to create a combined template which is a real look alike of 

single fingerprint. Thus a unique identity is created with very 

low error rate with FRR=0.2% & FAR=0.01%. 

Keywords—Fused Template, minutiae position, orientation, 

root threading. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays due to wide use of fingerprints for 

authentication, fingerprints are very crucial. Thus there is 

an increasing need for the protection of privacy for 

fingerprints from various hackers which may create 

problem to the security systems. A scheme named as 

combine minutiae template generation algorithm for 

creation of fused minute template from two different 

biometric fingerprints is proposed. Present fingerprint 

protection systems uses an encryption in which decryption 

is also required this may exposes the fingerprint to the 

hackers  therefore attempt have been taken to develop a 

technique that protects fingerprint from the hacker. The 

two-stage fingerprints- verification process is then 

proposed for matching the two query fingerprints against 

the combined template. Topology of a combined template 

is similar to the original minutiae templates, so it is 

converted into the real resource alike combined 

fingerprints by using a fingerprint reconstruction method 

[7].A new unique identity is created from two query 

fingerprints which are then matched using matching 

algorithm. The system results are better as comparison 

with other fingerprints methods [4]–[6] are as follows: 

1) Advance propose scheme is capable to get very low 

error rate with FRR = 0.2 % when FAR=0.01%. 

2) Compared with featured level best technique, propose 

here create a new identity which is difficult to be separated 

from the original minutiae template. 

3) Compared with the image level based technique, the 

new virtual identity created with the fusion of two 

fingerprints performs better, when two are randomly 

chosen.  

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

1. The Proposed Advanced Secure Fingerprint Template 

Creation System 

We propose here a novel system for protecting fingerprint 

privacy by combining two different fingerprints into a new 

identity.  By storing the combined minutiae template, the 

complete minutiae feature of a single fingerprint will not 

be compromised when the database is stolen. Furthermore, 

because of the similarity in topology, it is difficult for the 

attacker to distinguish a combined minutiae template from 

the original minutiae templates.  A new virtual identity is 

created for the two different fingerprints, which can be 

matched using minutiae-based fingerprint matching 

algorithms.  The experimental results show that the system 

can achieve a very low error rate with FRR 0.2% at FAR 

0.01%.  Compared with the other technique, this work has 

the advantage in creating a better new virtual identity when 

the two different fingerprints are randomly chosen. 

2. Root Threading  

Root threading is a image processing strategy to achieve 

maximum security and high accuracy. In this process end 

roots of fingerprints are extracted and processed by image 

processing algorithm. By using this technique FRR up to 

0.2% and FAR up to 0.01 can be achieve. 

3. Flow Diagram 

The two-stage matching the two query fingerprints against 

the combined template. Topology of a combined template 

is similar to the original minutiae templates, so it is 

converted into the real resource a like combined 

fingerprint by using an older fingerprint reconstruction 

method. Fingerprints verification process is then proposed 

for protection,”[8]A fingerprint authentication system for 

the privacy protection of the fingerprint template stored in 

a database is introduced here.K. Nandakumar, A. K. Jain, 

and S. Pankanti, “Fingerprint-based fuzzy vault: 

Implementation and performance,” [9] 
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Fig. 2.1 Enrolment 

Firstly, minutiae points and orientation is extracted from 

one fingerprint and reference points from both the 

biometrics are extracted using some coding strategy. 

 

Fig. 2.2 Authentication 

Reliable information security mechanisms are required to 

combat the rising magnitude of identity theft in our 

society. While cryptography is a powerful tool to achieve 

information security, one of the main challenges in 

cryptosystems is to maintain the secrecy of the 

cryptographic keys. Teoh et al.[10] has propose the bio 

hashing approach by generating the inner products 

resource between end user's fingerprint features and 

orientation and random pseudo random number (i.e., the 

key). An accuracy of this approach is totally depends on 

the key. Here it is that assumed that key never gets stolen. 

Ratha et al.[11] has propose for generating cancelable 

fingerprint templates by applying the non-convertible 

transforms on the minutiae template.  

III. PREVIOUS WORK 

Robust Combination Method for Privacy Protection Using 

Fingerprint and Face Biometrics by Miss Dhanashri J. 

Ghate, Mrs. Savitri B. Patil [1] this include a Secure 

advance system for fingerprint privacy protection by 

combining different biometrics fingerprint and face into a 

new identity is proposed. The two-step fingerprint 

matching algorithm is used for matching the fingerprint of 

same person against the generated combined minutiae 

template.Fingerprint Combination for Privacy Protection 

by,Sheng Liand, Alex C. Kot, [2] In this paper, in the 

enrollment, two fingerprints are captured from two 

different fingers, then the minutiae positions from one 

fingerprint is extracted, the orientation from the other 

fingerprint, and the reference points from both fingerprints. 

In the authentication, the system requires two query 

fingerprints from the same two fingers which are used in 

the enrollment. Finger Print Combination for Privacy 

Protection and Security by kanagalasurya chaitanya1, 

ch.Cury [3] in this paper, the system captures two 

fingerprints from two different fingers.  This introduced a 

combined minutiae template generation algorithm, to 

create a combined minutiae template from the two 

fingerprints. In such a template, the minutiae positions are 

extracted from one fingerprint, while the minutiae 

directions depend on the orientation of the other 

fingerprint and some coding strategies.S. Li and A. C. Kot, 

“A novel system for fingerprint privacy  

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. Reference Points Detection 

The reference point detection process is comes from 

Nilsson [12], who first proposes to use complex filters for 

singular point detection. Given fingerprint, the reference 

point’s detections are summarized as follows: 

Using orientation estimation algorithm [13], compute the 

orientation O from the fingerprint obtain the orientation Z 

in complex domain, where   

𝒁 = 𝑪𝒐𝒔 𝟐𝑶  +  𝒋 𝑺𝒊𝒏 𝟐𝑶 …………… . . (𝟏)           

  

Calculate a certainty map of reference points [12]. 

∁𝒓𝒆𝒇= 𝒁 ∗ 𝑻 𝒓𝒆𝒇 ……………………… . . (𝟐)                                

  

Where “*” is the convolution operator and 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑓  is the 

conjugate of  

𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒇 =  𝒙 + 𝒊𝒚 ⋅  
𝟏

𝟐𝝅𝝇𝟐
⋅ 𝒆𝒙𝒑  −

𝒙𝟐+𝒚𝟐

𝟐𝝇𝟐
 …… . . (𝟑)                     

This is the kernel for reference point’s detection. 

Calculate improved certainty map [14] 

𝑪 𝒓𝒆𝒇 = 𝑪𝒓𝒆𝒇. 𝒔𝒊𝒏  𝑨𝒓𝒈 𝑪𝒓𝒆𝒇  𝒊𝒇 𝑨𝒓𝒈 𝑪𝒓𝒆𝒇 > 0 

𝑪 𝒓𝒆𝒇 = 𝟎 𝑶𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆……………………………… (𝟒) 

        

Where Arg (z) returns the principal value of the argument 

of z (defined from –π to π) 

 

Locate the reference point satisfying two criterions: 1.the 

amplitude of   𝐶 𝑟𝑒𝑓  of the point (hereinafter termed as the 

certainty value of simplicity) is a local maximum, and Reference 
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2.the local maximum should be over fixed threshold T. 

suppose we locate a reference point at (𝑟𝑥 , 𝑟𝑦 ), the 

corresponding angle can be estimated as Arg (𝐶 𝑟𝑒𝑓  

(𝑟𝑥 , 𝑟𝑦 ),). 

Repeat step 4) until all ref points are located. 

If no reference point is found for all fingerprints’ in step 4) 

& 5) (e.g., an arch fingerprint), locate the ref point with 

maximum certainty value in the whole fingerprint image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1 Block diagram 

B. Combined Minutiae Template Generation 

Given a set of N minutiae positions PA = {Pia = (Xia, Yia), 

1≤i≤N}  of fingerprint A, the orientation OB  of fingerprint 

B and ref point of fingerprints A & B, a combined 

minutiae template MC is generated by minutiae  position 

alignment & minutiae direction assignment. 

Minutiae Position Alignment: 

Among all the reference points of a fingerprint for 

enrollment, we define a reference point with the maximum 

certainty value as the primary reference point. Therefore, 

we have two primary reference points Ra and Rb for 

fingerprint A and B respectively. Lets’ assume Ra is 

located at  ra = (rxa, rya) with the angle βb. The alignment is 

performed by translating & rotating each minutiae point pia 

to pic = (xic, yic) by 

(𝑷𝒊𝒄)𝑻 = 𝑯. (𝑷𝒊𝒂 − 𝒓𝒂)𝑻 + (𝒓𝒃)𝑻…………… . . . (𝟓)    

                      

Where () T is the transpose operator and H is the rotating 

matrix where 

𝑯 =  
𝑪𝒐𝒔 𝜷𝒃 − 𝜷𝒂 𝑺𝒊𝒏(𝜷𝒃 − 𝜷𝒂)
−𝑺𝒊𝒏(𝜷𝒃 − 𝜷𝒂) 𝑪𝒐𝒔(𝜷𝒃 − 𝜷𝒂)

 ……… . (𝟔)                      

As such Ra and Rb are overlapped both in the position & 

the angle after the minutiae position alignment. 

Minutiae Direction Assignment:  

Each aligned minutiae position pic is assigned wit 

direction θic as follows: 

𝜽𝒊𝒄 = 𝑶𝑩 𝒙𝒊𝒄,𝒚𝒊𝒄 + 𝝆𝒊𝝅……………………… . . (𝟕)  

   

Where 𝜌𝑖 is an integer that is either 0 or 1. The range of 

𝑂𝐵 𝑥𝑖𝑐 ,𝑦𝑖𝑐   is from 0 to 𝜋. Therefore, the range of 𝜃𝑖𝑐  will 

be from 0 to 2𝜋, which is the same as that of the minutiae 

directions from an original fingerprint, following three 

coding strategies are proposed for determining the value 

of 𝜌𝑖. 

 𝜌𝑖 is randomly selected from {0,1} 

 𝜌𝑖 determined by 

 

 𝝆𝒊 = 𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒎𝒐𝒅  𝜽𝒊𝒂 + 𝜷𝒃 − 𝜷𝒂,𝝅 − 𝑶𝑩 𝒙𝒊𝒄,𝒚𝒊𝒄 > 0            

  𝟎 𝑶𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆…………………………………… . . . . (𝟖) 

                        

Where mod is the modulo operator & 𝜃𝑖𝑎  is the original 

direction of a minutiae position pia in fingerprint A. 

𝜌𝑖 is determined by 

𝝆𝒊 = 𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒎𝒐𝒅 (𝒂𝝑𝒆𝒃 𝒙𝒊𝒄,𝒚𝒊𝒄 ,𝝅 − 𝑶𝑩(𝒙𝒊𝒄,𝒚𝒊𝒄) > 0  

𝟎 𝑶𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆…………………………………… . (𝟗)                                                                          

Where (𝑎𝜗𝑒𝑏 𝑥𝑖𝑐 ,𝑦𝑖𝑐   is the average direction of the 𝑛 

nearest neighboring minutiae points of the location  

(𝑥𝑖𝑐 ,𝑦𝑖𝑐 ) in fingerprint B 

𝒂𝝑𝒆𝒃 𝒙𝒊𝒄,𝒚𝒊𝒄 =
𝟏

𝒏
 𝜽𝒃

𝒌 𝒙𝒊𝒄 − 𝒚𝒊𝒄 

𝒏

𝒌=𝟏

……… . . (𝟏𝟎) 

Where 𝜃𝑏
𝑘 𝑥𝑖𝑐 − 𝑦𝑖𝑐   mean the direction of the Kth nearest 

neighboring minutiae point of the location  𝑥𝑖𝑐 − 𝑦𝑖𝑐   in 

fingerprint B, and 𝑛 is empirically set as 5 which is able to 

provide a good balance between the diversity and 

matching accuracy of the combined minutiae templates. 

In the following discussions, these three coding strategies 

are termed as coding strategy 1, coding strategy 2, 7 

coding strategy 3 respectively. Note that some additional 

strategy 2, where the block diagram of our system shown 

in fig 1 should be modified accordingly. Sometimes, pic 

may be located outside the area of fingerprint B, where 

𝑶𝑩(𝒙𝒊𝒄,𝒚𝒊𝒄) is not well defined. In such cases, we need to 

predict 𝑶𝑩 𝒙𝒊𝒄,𝒚𝒊𝒄 before the direction assignment. Some 

existing work for modeling the fingerprint orientation can 

be adopted to do the prediction. For example, the work in 

[15] can estimate the missing orientation structure even for 

the partial fingerprint. Here, we simply predict the value of 

𝑶𝑩(𝒙𝒊𝒄,𝒚𝒊𝒄) (if it is not well defined) as the value of 

nearest well defined orientation in 𝑶𝑩.  

Once the entire N aligned minutiae positions are assigned 

with directions, a combined minutiae template 𝑀𝐶 =

 𝑚𝑖𝑐 =  𝑝𝑖𝑐 ,,𝜃𝑖𝑐 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁  is created for enrollment. 

In some cases, a global minutiae position translation may 

be necessary for 𝑀𝐶  such that all the minutiae points are 

located inside   the fingerprint image. 
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C. Two stage Finger Print Matching 

    Given the minutiae positions Pa of fingerprint B and the 

reference point of the two query fingerprints. In order to 

match the Mc stored in the database, we propose a two 

stage fingerprint matching process including query 

minutiae determination and matching score calculation. 

 

Fig.4.2 Illustration parameters𝐿𝑖𝑗 ,𝛾𝑖𝑗  and 𝜍𝑖𝑗  

                             Query Minutiae Determination: The Query 

minutiae determination is a very important step during the 

fingerprint matching. In order to simplify the description 

of our algorithm, we first introduce local features extracted 

for minutiae. 

Point in Mc. The local feature extraction is similar to the 

work proposed. Given a minutiae point 𝑚𝑖𝑐  and another 

minutiae point 𝑚𝑗𝑐  in 𝐿𝑖𝑗  , we define 

1) 𝐿𝑖𝑗  as the distance between 𝑚𝑖𝑐  & 𝑚𝑗𝑐 . 

𝑳𝒊𝒋  = (𝒙𝒊𝒄 − 𝒙𝒋𝒄)𝟐+(𝒚𝒊𝒄 − 𝒚𝒋𝒄)𝟐……………………… (𝟏𝟏)  

2) 𝛾𝑖𝑗  as the difference between the directions (after 

module  𝜋 ) of  𝑚𝑖𝑐  &  𝑚𝑗𝑐  . 

 𝜸𝒊𝒋 = 𝜽𝒊𝒄𝒎𝒐𝒅𝝅− 𝜽𝒋𝒄𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝝅…………………… . (𝟏𝟐) 

 3) 𝜍𝑖𝑗  as a radial angle: 

 𝝇𝒊𝒋=𝕽(𝜽𝒊𝒄𝒎𝒐𝒅𝝅,𝒂𝒕𝒂𝒏𝟐(𝒚𝒋𝒄 − 𝒚𝒊𝒄,𝒙𝒋𝒄 − 𝒙𝒊𝒄))..................(13)  

Where atan2(x,y) is a two-argument arctangent function in 

the range (-𝜋,𝜋) and 

𝕽(𝝁𝟏,𝝁𝟐)={𝝁𝟏-𝝁𝟐    if –𝝅<𝝁𝟏 − 𝝁𝟐 ≤𝝅    

=𝝁𝟏-𝝁𝟐+2 𝝅    if 𝝁𝟏 − 𝝁𝟐 ≤ -𝝅   

=𝝁𝟐-𝝁𝟏+2 𝝅    if 𝝁𝟏 − 𝝁𝟐 > 𝝅…………………….(14)   

An illustration of the definitions of 𝑳𝒊𝒋,𝜸𝒊𝒋 and 𝝇𝒊𝒋  are 

shown in fig 4. For the 𝒊𝒕𝒉 minutiae point 𝑚𝑗𝑐  in 𝑚𝑐  , we 

extract a set of local features 𝐹𝑖  as follow: 

𝑭𝒊=(,𝑳𝒊𝒌,𝑳𝒊𝒍,𝜸𝒊𝒋,𝜸𝒊𝒌,𝜸𝒊𝒍,𝝇𝒊𝒋,𝝇𝒊𝒌,𝝇𝒊𝒍)……………… (𝟏𝟓) 

Where we assume 𝒎𝒋𝒄 is the nearest  mkc  is the second 

nearest and  mlc  is the third minutiae point of mjc . 

Suppose we detect 𝐾1 (𝐾1≥1) reference point from 

fingerprint A’ and 𝐾2 (𝐾2≥1) reference point from 

fingerprint B’. The query minutiae are determined as 

follows: 

Select a pair of reference points: one from fingerprint 

A’(say 𝑅𝑎 ) and the other from fingerprint B’ (say 𝑅𝑏 ). 

Assume 𝑅𝑎  is located at 𝑟𝑎 ’=(𝑟𝑥𝑎 , 𝑟𝑦𝑎 ) with the angle 

𝛽𝑎 ’𝑅𝑏 , is located at 𝑟𝑏 ’=(𝑟𝑥𝑏 , 𝑟𝑦𝑏 ) with the angle  𝛽𝑏  

Respectively. 

Perturb 𝛽𝑎  by 𝜏= 𝛽𝑎 ’+k∙ Δ, where k is an integer and Δ is a 

perturbation size. We choose Δ=2×
𝜋

180
 radians. (i.e., 2 

degrees) and -5≤k≤5. Thus, we have L=11 perturbed 

angles for the reference point 𝑅𝑎 ’. 

 

Generate a combined minutiae template 𝑀𝑐  
′ (𝜏) for testing 

(hereinafter simply termed as a testing minutiae) 

from𝑃𝐴, 𝑂𝐵, 𝑅𝐴’ (with a perturbed angle 𝜏 ) and 𝑅𝑏 ’ using 

the proposed combined minutiae template generation 

algorithm . Note that the same coding strategy should be 

adopted for generating 𝑀𝑐  
′ (𝜏) and 𝑀𝑐  

′ .In total, we generate 

K testing minutiae𝑀𝑐  
′ (𝜏). 

4) Suppose   𝐹𝑢  are the local features extracted for the Uth 

minutiae point in  𝑀𝑐  
′ (𝜏) , while Fv are the local features 

extracted for the Vth minutiae point in 𝑀𝑐  
′ .calculate the 

difference between 𝐹𝑢  and 𝐹𝑣 by 

𝑫𝒓 𝒖,𝒗 = 𝝎𝟏. |𝑭𝒖 𝒋 −𝑭𝒗𝒋|
𝟑
𝒋=𝟏

 

      

          

+𝒖𝟐.  |𝑭𝒖 𝒋 − 𝑭𝒗𝒋|……………… . . (𝟏𝟔)𝟗
𝒋=𝟒                          

 

Where 𝐹𝑖(𝑗) refers to the 𝑗𝑡ℎ  component of𝐹𝑖 , 𝜔1   𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝜔2 

are the weights for different features .we follow the same 

weight settings as, where 𝜔1   𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝜔2 are empirically set 

as 𝜔1=1 & 𝜔2=0.2*180/𝜋 then we define the difference 

between 𝑀𝑐  
′ (𝜏)  and 𝑀𝑐  

′  as 

𝒅𝒓=𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒖,𝒗 𝑫𝒓 𝒖,𝒗 ………………………… . . (𝟏𝟕) 

Repeat step 1) to 4) until all the possible pairs (in total K× 

𝑘1 × 𝑘2 pairs) if reference points are selected & processed. 

Among all the testing minutiae (K× 𝑘1 × 𝑘2 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙). The 

one which has minimum difference from 𝑀𝑐  
′ (i.e. minimum 

d𝜏) will be consider as query minutiae𝑀𝑞 . 

Matching score calculation:  

For the combined minutiae templates that are generated 

using coding strategy 1, we do a modulo 𝜋 for all minutiae 

directions in 𝑀𝑞  and𝑀𝑐 , so as to remove randomness. 

After the modulo operations, we use an existing minutiae 
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matching algorithm to calculate a matching score between 

𝑀𝑞  and 𝑀𝑐  for the authentication decision. For other 

combined minutiae templates, we directly calculate a 

matching score between 𝑀𝑞  and 𝑀𝑐   using an existing 

minutiae matching algorithm. 

D. Partial Finger print Matching 

Our system works on the minutiae-based representation of 

a fingerprint context, are the various ridge discontinuities 

of a fingerprint. More than 100 different types of minutiae 

have been identified, among which ridge bifurcations and 

endings are the most widely used. Minutiae based 

representation of fingerprints is an ANSINIST standard & 

contains only local information without relying on global 

information such as singular points or center of mass of 

fingerprints. Matching two fingerprints (in minutiae-based 

representation) is to find the alignment and 

correspondences between minutiae on both prints. For 

matching regular sized fingerprint images, a brute-force 

matching. Which examines all the possible solutions, is not 

feasible since the number of possible solutions increases 

exponentially with the number of feature points on the 

prints. In order to increase the efficiency of matching 

process, other methods instead of brute force matching 

must be applied. Intuitively, a pre-alignment method may 

obtain the alignment parameters of two fingerprints. Pre-

alignment methods that depend on the global singular 

points are not suitable for partial fingerprint matching. 

Other pre-alignment techniques need to reprocess all the 

images thus they cannot be used on already existing 

database. There are two major types of features that are 

used in fingerprint matching: local and global features. 

Local features such as the minutiae information that is in a 

local area only and invariant with respect to global 

transformation. On the other hand, global features, such as 

number , type and position of singularities, spatial 

relationship and geometrical attributes of ridge lines, size 

and shape of the fingerings, are characterized by the 

attributes that capture the global spatial relationships of a 

fingerprint. Because of the nature of the partial 

fingerprints, partial fingerprint matching requires asset of 

local features have the ability to tolerate more distortions 

has shows that the geometric deformations on local areas 

can be more easily controlled by global deformations.  

E. Secondary Features 

The secondary features are derived from minutiae 

information. We use the minutiae extraction techniques 

described with some modifications to remove the false 

minutiae on the edge of the fingerprint foreground to 

generate the minutiae for our system. The method first gets 

the image quality maps by checking the low contrast areas, 

low flow blocks, and high curve regions. And then, a 

binary representation of a fingerprint is constructed by 

applying a rotated grid on the ridge flows of the 

fingerprint. Minutiae generated by comparing each pixel 

neighborhood with a family of minutiae templates. Finally 

a series of heuristic rules is used to merge and filter out the 

spurious minutiae. Use relative distance, radial and 

minutiae type to generate the features that we use are 

similar but the minutiae type and ridge count elements are 

removed. Minutiae types are difficult to distinguish when 

impress pressure varies on different applications. 

Furthermore, ridge count is not universally available and 

not all minutiae representation in existing databases 

contains this information. 

V. EXPECTED RESULT 

We introduce an Advance secure fingerprint template 

creation by combining different biometrics into a new 

identity as template is proposed. In the registration 

process; two fingerprints are captured from two different 

fingers. Then the minutiae positions from fingerprint, the 

orientation from the other fingerprint and the reference 

point from both fingerprints are drawn out. After a root 

threading process generated template is stored into a data 

base. In the authentication, the system needs uses two 

queries from the same fingers which are used in the 

registration process. In this system we generate an 

algorithm to create fuse minutiae template of two 

fingerprints. We are able to create a combined template 

which is a real look alike of single fingerprint. Thus a 

unique identity is created with very low error rate with 

FRR=0.2% & FAR=0.01%. So basically we expect to 

reach up to maximum Security with FRR = 0.2% FAR = 

0.01%. 
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